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By Marshall Best

Createspace. Paperback. Book Condition: New. This item is
printed on demand. Paperback. 360 pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x
6.0in. x 0.8in.Guiamo Durmius Stolo sails in 55 B. C. with Romes
7th Legion as Julius Caesar invades Britain. But Caesar has not
before encountered the Fomori, a dominion of wicked creatures
which wage war against the human inhabitants and dominate
much of Britain. Armed with his god-made spear, Guiamo joins
with the tribal kings against their Fomori foe when Caesar
departs. Combining legitimate legends with actual historical
events, Marshall Best weaves an epic story that portrays the
ancient world as it might have been, a world which the ancient
historians recorded as fact; a time when gods ruled the earth
and strange creatures dominated the land. It is the era of
civilized conquerors exploring distant and primitive new lands.
Scant recordings left to us today only touch on the fringe of the
fantastic and brutal reality that existed in those distant lands of
the west. Into this age, young Guiamo enters the world stage as
the great game-changer, and by his hand the gods and beasts
become destined to disappear into myth and legend. This item
ships from La Vergne,TN. Paperback.
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The publication is easy in read through safer to comprehend. It is actually loaded with wisdom and knowledge Its been
printed in an extremely simple way and is particularly simply right a er i finished reading through this pdf where
actually modified me, affect the way i believe.
-- Ms. Clem entina  Cole V-- Ms. Clem entina  Cole V

This is the very best publication i have got read until now. It is definitely simplified but shocks within the fi y percent of
the pdf. You may like how the article writer create this pdf.
-- R osa r io Dur g a n-- R osa r io Dur g a n
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